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Preface

While the network reliability functions

encountered in textbooks are justifiably kept

simple, those encountered in practice are frequently

quite complex. Visualizing the many hours which

might be spent in duplication of effort by many

engineers and students laboriously developing

reliability functions for complex networks. I

thought that it might be useful to do this for a

few of the more common ones and make the results

available to all. To this end have I written this

thesis with the hope that the results contained

herein might prove useful to others in the area of
systems reliability.

I wish to express my gratitude for the
guidanoe and encouragement of Prof. T& L. RRlinskig

my faculty advisor for this study.
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Abst1'aot

Reliability functions and a procedure are

developed by which maximum reliable parallel-series

and series-parallel networks may be designed. These

networks are composed of equal elements having open

and short circuit failure modes. Reliability

functions are developed for bridge and lattice networks

composed of unequal elements having a single failure

mode. These functions are given in two forms, one

suitable for substitution into more complex networks

and one suitable for desk calculation and computer

programming. Reliability functions are developed

for tvo, three, four, and five station polygonal

netvorks composed of equal paths with single failure

modes. Reliability l ment to laum NS tions

ae inoreaeed
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I. Introduction

Network analysis is used today in many fields to

study the relationship and interdependence of functionally

connected elements. One of the many useful applications

of network analysis is in systems reliability

calculation, the use to which it is put in this thesis.

The purpose of this study was to develop

expressions for the reliability of some common types

of networks in terms of element reliability factors

and to establish procedures for their use in

calculating system, or network, reliability. A cursory

review of networks in general will reveal that there

are some configurations which are quite common and

for which general reliability expressions might be

useful. Those networks which were selected for this

study were the parallel-series, the series-parallel,

the bridge, the lattice, and four of the Polygonal

0lasg of networks.

While it is true that system reliability is

basically dependent upon the reliability of the elements

of which the system is composed, it is frequently

possible, by judicious arrangement of the available

elements, to achieve a network reliability greater

than the reliability of a single elemOnt or Of miy
other network oontfiguation.

1.
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Shannon and Moore have shown that it is possible

to construct reliable circuits from less reliable

elements and have developed reliability functions for

parallel-series and series-parallel circuits assuming

equal elements and single failure modes ( Ref 1:205 ).
ARINC Research Corporation Publication No. 123-7-196

includes the development of expressions for determining

the optimum reliability of series and parallel circuits

composed of equal elements having two failure modes
( Ref 5:12-29, 12-33 ). In chapter one of this study

are formulated equations with procedures for their

use in designing maximum reliability parallel-series

and series-parallel circuits composed of equal elements

having two possible modes of failure. Thus, the work

begun by Shannon and Moore and continued in the above

mentioned ARINC publication has been extended one step
further by this study.

The other networks in this study are assumed

to be composed of unlike elements with a single

failure mode and the development of their reliability

expressions comprises chapters two, three, and four.

Appendix A consists of a proof of the Disjunctive

Expansion Theorem of Boolean Algebra.

The results of the study will prove useful in

both desk calculator and digital computer computation

of network reliability values and in development of
network reliability expressions for more complex

networks.

2
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Because of the differences between the elements

in the networks of chapter one and those in the

networks of chapters two, three, and fourt the work

In those two are is independent.

.3



(+RI/33/E 3-4
U*. Parallel-Seril an Beriem-Parallgl NeOtyorks

The first network to be considered is the

X x n parallel-sezi.. network which is shown in

Pig. 1.

IF M2

Fig9. 1
M xrt Parallel-Series Network

Each of the elements can fail open or short and the

conditions of network failure are that (a) ali a

elements in at least one path fail short or (b) at

lest* one element in all N piaths ftils open,

4.
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It is assumed that the probabilities of failure of

the elements are independent. The event of all

n elements in at least one path failing short will

be called event A and the event of at least one

element in all M paths failing open will be called

event B. The probabilities of an element's failing

short or open will be indicated by the symbols 99j

and q.5 respectively.

The joint probability of all the elements in

row i failing short, 06 , is thus given by the

product of the elemr t probabilities of short circuit

failure,

Q.= (I

Subtracting Qj from I gives the probability that

at least one element in path i does not fail short;

ie., the reliability of the path with respect to the
short oirauit mode of failuro,

n
R.= I - TT q (2)

Frou this, the Joint probability that no path

MaU .1lmft to fatL short is

M
R. (3)

l6
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and finally, the probability of event A is seen to

be
M

P(A)-= I - ( I - qe

For equal elements this expression becomesEM
P(A)= (--(q

Considering now the open circuit mode of

failure, the probability that no element in path i

fails open, R 1  , is equal to the product of the

probabilities of the element's not failing open.

Ro = T(i- q.j) (6)

The complement of this expression is the

probability that at least one element in row i fails

open,

,= I- (-~)(7)

and so the probability of event B is given by

P(B) (8)

6.
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which, for equal elements becomes

P(B): 0, ,- COM] ,

Since the events A and B are mutually

exclusive, the unreliability of the network is

simply the Vwin of the probabilities of events

A an. ,,

P(A) + P(5) (o)Q. I - (- q. j)
"(I D q.,j)] ,I

and the general expression for the parallel-series

network reliability will be given by the coplement
of the last expression,

R.

It is not meaningful to speak of an optimum

number of elements for a network composed of a

number of different elements; however, for networks

composed of equal elements it is possible to

determine the number of elements which will

asimise network reliability. For an equal element

7
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prallel-series network, Eq (I) becomes

R.t _ - 0 [,(- " q@P

blor various given values of qs and q, optimum
values of n (the number of elements in series) have

been determined and graphed as shown in Fig. 2.

( Ref 5:12-30 ).

Since n, the optimum length of the network, has

been determined and is a constant for given values of

% and q. , it is necessary only to find M, the

optimum width of the network. This may be done by

taking the derivative of R with respect to M and

equating it to zero.

dM dM

Sinoe xa = avIna,

d-F ( )] [ -(qn
I r]M (
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Uquating the right side to zero and solving for M,

lIn m [1 0,. [- q)"]

Attention is now directed to the m x N series-
parallel network shown in Fig. 3. This network, like

N
2 -N

22 2N

Fig. 3
m x N Series-Parallel Network

.0
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the previously discussed parallel-series network,

is composed of elements which can fail in either

the open or short-circuit failure mode. It is

again assumed that the elements fail independently

with the conditions of network failure being (2)

at least one element in every unit fails short or

(b) every element in at least one unit fails open.

As before, (a) and (b) above will be referred to

as events A and L respectively.

Since the development of the expression for

the optimum number of units, N, for the series-

parallel network is quite similar to that for the

parallel-series network it will be deosoribed syu-

bolically for the most part.

P(no element fails short in unit j) = T(TI-q) (18)

P(at least one element shorts in unit J*, I'-(i-q,) (19)

so N (20)

P(all in unit J fail open) = T ,'(I

Pat least one in unit J does not fail open)= i-Trq.t (Z)

P(at least one in all N units does not fail open)

U
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and

P(B) = I - (24)

Therefore,

Q14 P(A) + P(B) (zs)

QJ =.,ri-4-,~
+ TT .ij)](26)

and since R = I - , then

TT ] -R (27)
For an equal element network, Eq (27)

becomes

Again, to determine the number of units which

will result in maximum network reliability, the

derivative of R is taken with respect to N,

equated to zero, and solved for un, resulting in the

following equation.

12
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* In
N Gom In[ -%OY'3 (29)

The determining factor in the choice between the

parallel-series or series-parallel network is the
relative magnitude of qs and q . If %>% then

the elements should be connected in series.

Conversely, if qO >q, the parallel connection

should be used. Therefore* when qs>q Eq (17) for

parallel-series networks must be used and when

qe>qs Eq (20 for series-parallel networks is the

correct equation.

In general, for given Ci and qo network

reliability as a function of M or N would have the

form shown in Fig*. 4. Clearly, since the curve is

continuous, rational values of M or N are possible
while only integral values of M are meaningful.

When the solution of Eq (17) or (29)

results in other than integral values for M or N,

further computation is necessary. The integers on

either side of the non-integral value of N or N

must be substituted in Eq (14) to determine the

mmzia obtainble network reliability.

13
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Ru.

MN

Fig. 4
Funcfional Fo.m of Ne+work Reliabii-y

As a Fu ,=+ion of M or N

The following steps outline the procedure to

be used in applying the equations developed in this

chapter to determine the optimum dimezi±cn of

pezsllel-series and series-parallel networks.

1. From given values of C and qo determine
whether elements should be connected in

parallel or series.

a. Parallel if q.>s.
be Series if 0 e *

2. Find optima number of elements from Fig. 2.

14
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3. Substituting these values of q. q. ,

and m or n in Eq (17) or (29,) solve for M or N.
4. Substitute the closest integers above and

below M or N into Eq (14) or (2Qi and solve

for R N 0

5. Maximum value of RNobtained in step 4

above is the maximum obtainable reliability

using the given elements.

To illustrate the above procedure, suppose a

network is to be constructed of elements for which

Ci = .10 and qe = .0004. With these probabilities
of failure in the short and open failure modes

respectively it is obvious that the elements should

be connected in series to maximize reliability, and

from Fig. 2 it is seen that the optimum number of

these elements in series is four.

Substituting these values in Eq (Ii) and

solving for X,

Im [ 1-.00044 1

I 1-(.1)' JM~~~ I _ _ __ (s&114

and

M =1.72 (51)

15
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Since 1.72 series connected patlis of four

elements each has no meaning, it must be decided

whether to use one or two paths. Solving Eq (14)

for M = I ,

R, = [,-co.0.1 -[,- 1 - 0.0004)4] (32

R" = .9983 (33)

and for M z 2,

= -l .1I)'- [0 -4- o.oo(43 4)

R. =0.99979744 (35)

Thus it is seen that two parallel paths of four

elements each will provide the maximum reliability

obtainable using the given elements in parallel-series

or series-parallel networks.

16



UL. Ze Bridge Network

The next network configuration to be considered

is the bridge network shown in Fig. 5. Shannon and

Moore have developed the reliability function for this

Fig. 5
Bricqe Network

network under the assuaption of equal elements which
fail independently of each other ( Ref 1:195 ). This

function is shown in Eq (%).

R,= Zr'+Zr'-5r*+Zr' (36)

There are many occasions, however, when the
networks under consideration might be composed of

unlike elements and for these occasions it was

thought useful to have more genera ezp ore on8 for

notwork reUubilty in tents

17
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of element reliability. The basic assumptions for

the following development are that the branch elements

fail independently and that there is a single failure

mode for each element.

An adaptation of the Disjunctive Expansion

Theorem of Boolean Algebra ( Ref 2:xix ) to circuit

analysis is used to develop the reliability expression

for this and subsequent networks. This theorem states

that every Boolean function, f , (t "It '

may be written in the form:

f(x.,x.,x,)- f(N.X,).XS ,)x, V f(o, x,,X , (37)

The assumption of a single mode of failure permits

the application of Boolean Algebra to this network

analysis.

In adapting this theorem to reliability

calculations of complex networks it may be stated as

follows: The reliability of a network is equal to the

reliability factor of any one single element of the

network times the reliability of the network with the

terminals of the element shorted, plus the unreliability

factor of the same element times the reliability of the

network with the terminals of the element open. Or,

ezpressed symbolically,

hre R . .+ q,, Ra ro3  (38)
vho.reu

R, = Network reliability (39)

a Reliability factor of element K (40)

.8
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= Unreliability factor of element K. (41)

[RN] ., = Reliability of network if reliability (42)
of element K is one.

[RJ I Reliability of network if reliability

of element K is zero. (43)

When practical, it is helpful to sketch the

network in each step of the development of the

reliability expression. In order to simplify the

notation in the development of the network reliability

ezpression the following convention will be used,

0 = reliability factor of element a. (44)

3 unreliability factor of element a. (4 5)

Applying the factoring theorem to the bridge

network of Fig. 5p

R.[fI0 _ ] [4C2C (46)
Mnce the reliability expressions for the

simplified circuits remaining in the brackets are

known, these can now be substituted for the circuit

4Ae~p'mns se *h*

19
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+ i [ab +cd-tcd] (47)

mM after expanding and grouping

.R.= e[,-(M. 6a -aEd a

SC [ob +c d -obcd] (48)

The expression in the first bracket is the probability

that at least one element is good in each of the pairs

CC and bcd , and that in the second bracket is the

probability that at least one of the pairs ab and d
has both elements good. The two terms, then, are

conditional probabilities, the first being the

probability that the network will be successful given

that the bridge element is good and the second being

the probability that the network will be successful

given that the bridge element is bad.

Since the two events for which the above are the

probabilities of occurrence are exhaustive and autually

exclusive, Bq (46) is thus the reliability expression

for the bridge circuit of Pig. 5.

By replaoing the element unreliability factors

with their 1's complements and expanding the

resulting expression the network reliability expressioa

sontaining only eleont reliability faotors ma be

Mbsie" th"e reiat In shown In UI q

to
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R.= ab+cd+aed+ cob- 4a"
-abce - abde - acde

- locde + aobcde + cLbcde (49)

While it is easily seen that the first four

terms in Eq (4) include all possible paths through
the bridge circuit, it is not so apparent that the

last two terms eliminate any duplication which may

be contained in the first five. This fact can be

verified, however, by use of the Venn diagram

shown in Fig. 6. The circles, a,b,c,d, and e,

correspond to the events that the respective elements

are good and the small sub-areas which are involved

in the bridge circuit have been numbered from one

to thirteen simply for convenient reference. The

terms in Bq (40 therefore, represent various

combinations of the sub-aroea of the Venn diagram

a follows.

ab, I +26 + 7+ + i 1iZ (50)
cd = 3 +4+8+9+o+11 +13 (51)

ctbcd = 8 +11 (52)
ad = 5 +6+o+11 (53)
cab = 7+94+11 (54)

abc* = 74-I (55)
abde = c + i1 (56)
ocde = io+.i (57)

bcde = i+ (58)

31.
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Writing Nq (49) in terms of these sub-areas

Ru= ( 1.+z 6+7+8+11+12)

+(3+ 4 + 8 +9-iO+11 +13)

+($4s +io+11) +(7'+9+I)

-(8+11)- (7+11)- (6+1t)

-(o+1 Q)-(9+l1)+ 11+ (1 (6o)

Ra 1+2+6+7+8+11+12.+3 +4.

/0t +)'1 .- 4

+ (6 i)

RA = I+ +3+4+5+r+-+B+g
+10+It + %2 +Is (62)

and thus it is soen that there is no duplication

present in Eq (49).

Bq (4 is rather unwieldy for the computation

of reliability# either by hand or by computer

programming. Suitable grouping and factoring of

the terms will lead to Eq (63) which in the sum of

two terms minus their product. Eq (63) would be

relatively slaple to prorgrm for o ]tor olution,

23
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The eight element lattice network,

frequently encountered in computer logic circuits,

is the next one to be considered. A drawing of

this type of network is shown in Fig. 7.

-- 1 b C

h f-d e .-

Fig. 7

Lattice Network

The basic assumptions in the development of

the reliability expression for this network are that

the elements fail independently and that each has only
one failure mode. The expression will be developed

first for a lattice composed of diode type elements;

that is, flow in the network is from left to right

only. Maim, the faotoring theorem say be used to get

25
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b{ j +amd-hJ (64)

While elements I and g might be good with element

Q bad, as in the second term, they are useless under

the assumption of left to right flow only. They are

onitted, therefore# from the second term leaving it

izn a form requiring no further simplification, of the

first term.
Continuing the simplification of the first term,

R.=ad +(Qi 1

A3I three brackets now contain circuits

composed of simple series and/or parallel arrangements

of the elements and may be replaced with suitable

elgebraic expressions. Thus

. -edc(I-b ) + f(-i )

+07d[bc. + f3 - bc]

IdAk+Of -C~f i (66)

26
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which is the general expression for the

reliability of a lattice network in terms of both

reliability and unreliability factors.

Aeplacing the unreliability factors with their

l's complements, expanding, and collecting terms

gives

R.= abc+ af - ctbcf 9c +dh +def
- cdefk - abcdh - ade f
- adcfgh + acdefgh - abcdef

+abcdefg +abcdefh
+abcd fgh - a6cdefgh (T)

By grouping and factoring the first three and

the second three terms, the two terms

a[bc+f,-bcfg] and d[ch+ef-ch*fjare
obtained. Noticing that elements Q and d are "in

parallel" in Fig. 6 and that the first of the

two terms just obtained is the reliability of the

lattice if element C1 is good and that the second

is the reliability of the lattice if element d is

good, raises the question whether the last nine

terms might not be the result of the negative

product of the first two terms. If this were true

we would have the simple parallel relationship

involving the sum of two expressions minus their

product. To establish whether or not this is the

case we take the negative product of the first two

teZsl expand, and check the results against the

27
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lost nine terms of Eq (67).

-a- dlbc i-f5 - bcf q [ch +ef - ceki{]

=- ad[bcch + bcef- bccehf
+ efqh + eff - ceffqh

- bccfqk - bce fj

+ bcceffgk] (68)
Since the letters representing the network elements
stand for the events that the elements are good, we can
apply the idempotent law of Boolean Algebra ( Ref 2:xiii)
to the above expression to eliminate the double factors

which appear in some of the terms. Continuing the

ezpansion,

-ad [bc 43- bcfj][Ch + ef - cef h]

= l . bcef - bcefk

+ cfqh i- efq9 - cefqh

- bcf+jh - bcefg
+ JDCef h] (6 9)

z -abcdh -cabcdef +Qbcdefh
- acdfgh - adsf5 + acdefgh

+ 4bcdfgh + abcdefs

-abed efcjh (70)

28
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Theme are identica y the last nine term. of E(%7)

which my now be written

R= a [bc. + fq- bcf

+d[Chi-ef - cefh]1
-. Od~b~c + 4- b cf] [Ch+@f -cef h] (71)

Bq (71) will be much easier to use in calculating

reliabilities than Eq (67), either by desk calculator

or computer program.

Sometimes the elements or branches in a network

permit flow in either direction, so the restriction

of one-way flow imposed upon the network elements in

the development of Eq (67) is now lifted for the

following development, Again applying the factoring

theorem to the network of Fig. 7,

R. (72)

Because of the assumption of two-way flow,

elements b and q in the second bracket cannot now
be disregarded. The circuit can, however, be

drawn an element gl in series with a bridge circuit.

29
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Vith the reliability expression for the bridge

circuit now available no futher simplifilotion of

this circuit is necessary.
Continuingo

RN~d[b ~+ Cka[{7cf 9

+a A-.-1--l(73)

Eq (72) has now been reduced to the point where
algebraic expressions may be substituted for all the

circuits in the brackets. Eq (73) is, in fact, the

some as Eq (65) with the two parallel-series circuits

of Uq (65) bridged by the elements missing in those

two terms.
In using the bridge network reliability

expression developed in Chapter III it is helpful to

construct a table of corresponding terms,

a--r- C
0{

b cC
C e

he

'0
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Substituting the corresponding terms into .zq (7S)
the expression

4c -cj+bef h + c-eqk - bcfq - br-ch
-beef h - befcjk - efCV

+ bcef-s~ + bcaf4cj]

is obtained for the first bridge and

[Ihc+ ef + bf ch + bceg - cef h
- beeci' - bcfg~ - bef ck

- b ce-F3 + bc a 4c h+ bceffjh]

is obtained for the second bridge. Eq (T3) may now

be written

+G.; [bc + fgj + befh +' cech - becq

-bcegh - bcef K - befgh
-celq H + bcefgh +t bc Vk]

ad Lhc +~ e~f-+ b-4ck + bca9 - c e f~

-bc aVI- IDfcf~j - be{cj

-bcofS +e bcfcj 4- bcafb] (74)
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After replacing the unreliability factors with their

I'S complements, expanding, and collecting terms,
the following expression for the reliability of the

lattice network in terms of element reliability factors

Is obtained.

Rai= aloc+ af j +- cdh +de-f - abcdh
-exbcfg - Qdefcj -cdefhi

+ ctbef - .o.cecjh + bcde5 + lod-Fgh

- obcde{ - o, bcae 9 - ,.bcefk

- Lbc e9 k - obd ef - o~bdf-gk
- a.befgh - m.cdegh - c.cdf k
-a.ce-li -bcd e- - b-deh
- bd 49 - bde fcjh + Z o.bccdle-
+2 obcdef. +2 c.bcdeg~k+Zabcdf'h
+z cLbc a h6 +2 abde-h +2 o.-cdef-Sk

+z bedefsti - 5oabcdef5 (75)

While Eq (75) is in the simplest possible

expanded form it is still somewhat unwieldy. In order

to facilitate its use in desk calculator computations,

it should be noted that certain combinations of factors

appear throughout the expression, and that by tabulating

the values of theme recurring combinations initially,
these combination factor values can be used repeatedly

minimising the total required multiplications. The

combinations ac and f4t . for example, appear in
thirteen of the tome, and do appears Ia eighteea.
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The form of Eq (75) is especially ill-suited

for a minimum statement computer program. To

provide a form of the lattice network reliability

expression which will permit a minimum statement

program of orderly sequential arithmetic operations

to be written, the nonplanar circuit of Fig. 7 is

first transformed into a planar one by duplicating

some of the elements ( Ref 4:60v68 ). Fig. 8 is a

drawing of the resulting planar circuit.

Fioq. S

Planar EclAlValev of Lag'Ice. Ne wOV'k
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The twenty-two element planar network of Fig, 8

is the logical equivalent of the eight element non-

planar network of Fig, 7v and in this form the elements
are seen to have pyramided parallel relationships.

The reliability expression for the network of Ig. 8

is given by

R.= a[b(c+e-ek -cefk)
+9(f-+ ceh - cefh)
- b9 (c + -FH - cefh) (f + C.Ini- ce h]

+ d [e(F+bc9 - bcfq)
+ h( c.bfcj- bc :aj

-e h(+bc 9 - bcfg)(c +bf9 - bcfg)]

-od[b ( c  e-Fh- cefi)

+S(f +ceV - cefh)
-bc3(c +ef h-cefh)(V+ Cch- cefh)j

X[e(f + bc 9 - bcfq

±h(c+ bf9 - bcf 9 )

-eh(f+bC 9 -bcfg)(c bf -bcf9)] (76)
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Proof that the networks Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 and the

network reliability expressions of Eq (75) and Eq (76)

are equivalent is given by the fact that if Eq (76) is

expanded, Eq (75) is obtained identically.

At first glance Eq (76) may not appear to be

less formidable than Eq (75). However, the last large

term is simply the negative product of the first two

smaller ones, and within the brackets of the first

two terms the larger third term is again the negative

product of the first two smaller ones, each of which

contains the sum of two terms and their negative

product. The ability of the digital computer to

perform an arithmetic operation and store the result

for later use in other arithmetic operations will

permit Eq (76) to be programmed with relatively fey
statements.
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In this chapter the reliability of a polygonal
clas of networks will be investigated. These
networks will consist of two or more vertices or
stations each connected with all the others by direct
paths along which information may flow, the stations
being designated by numbers and the paths by letters*
The reliability of any path will be the probability
of successful transmission of information between
the two stations sonnected by the path while the

reliability of the network will be the probability
of successful transeission of information between any
two stations in the network by any sequence of paths.

It is assumed that the paths fail independently of
each other with a single failure mode*

The first case is the trivial one of two
stations with one connecting path and in mentioned
only beeause it will be compared with the other net-
works. The network reliability i, of course, the path
reliability.

The throe station network has three paths as
hOvn in Fig. 9*a. Since the use of flow graphs

wil be very helpful in the large networks, their use
will be introduced at this time. The flow graph
depicting the flow of information from station one to
station three Is om In PLU, 9.b*
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A

a.
Trianqe. N2etork

b.

Fig. 9
Triangle Network Flowgraph

Network reliability for transmitting information

from station one to station three l thus seen to be

R = c - ab - bc (77)

the subscriptthree referring to the number of stations

in the network. Por convenience at this time
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it will be assumed that the paths have equal
reliabilities, rp so that

Rw rr'-r' (TS)

for the three station network.

The network drawing and a flow graph of the four

station network between stations one and two are

shown in Fig. lO.a and lOb, respectively. From the

flow graph in Fig. lOb, the network circuit may be

drawn as shown in Fig* 10oc, a direct path in parallel

with a bridge circuit. Making use of Eq (W0, Shannon's

and Moore's equal element bridge reliability function

( Ref 1:195 ), the four station network reliability

fuaotion can be written as

r + 2r' 2 r*- 5r'+ 2r'
-r(2r a r'-5r4 2 r') (79)

which reduces to

Rol = r+ 2r'- 7r*+ 7r'- 2re (80)

The pentagonal network, flow graph and circuit
diagram are shown in Fig. ll.a, ll.b, and ll.c,

respectively. The upper portion of the circuit
diagram is seen to be nonplanaz and so the disjunctive

expai on theorem =0mt be used to slapiy tOie pert of
o O~wmit.

'S
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aK4

aSquare Network

h~ Square Nstwork FlowiraPki

Ib

* t Sings.. Ne'work Circuiit Diasram"

Fiq. 10
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db

2 3 4

c.Fi6.niejonal Network Circuit Diagram
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Ro~s j bNil+ j

i- -

+16-6 fl 4c +1 c (83)
4
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The circuit diagrams in Eq (83) can now be replaced
with algebraic expressions to obtain, for equal paths,
q being the path unreliability -Cstctorp

3 r(I.q')I-q)]±raqII,-qs)( -ci')]

+ rq [rx+ ( i -cf)( - q') - r'( i-q)(I -Tq)]
a..tr'+2r'+Zr'-5r'+2Pr'

-r'L(2#"4.2r$-5sr*4'm r-)] (84)

Re~ouping and factorin

+Zrr~r'- 00(-q) -q") - rz( - qX-db)
+ otEr'uer+.r'- 5 r'+. re

- ra(2rL' -Zrl-5r* + 2rG)] (65)

which gives, after expanding and collecting to=$*

R=3r*eGrs-9rM-36r.. 910'

The reliability of Use peatagovial network is then
given by

R.j= r+sr8.e3r'-,Sr'-27r&+'27r'&
1m7E rv + MOr9- .42reuGr" (87).

.42
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The complexity of polygonal networks of more than

five vertices is such that the time required to

solve them by the forgoing methods makes an

alternate method desirable. While it is beyond the

scope of this study, the technique of computer

simulation should prove fruitful in this regard.

To compare the reliabilities of the polygonal

networks, an element reliability factor of r = .9

was used and the results are shown in Fig. 12. As

can be seen, network reliability increased as more

stations are added and rapidly approaches unity.

Ne.+work Rehabll+y F.ncfon R. : r0.

R.- r 0.90

A. RI r+ r*- r9 0.9810

RoU r+ 2r 2 -7r4+T7r -Zr' •  9978480

Rt.= r+ 3r'+ 3r'-isr'
-27rt+ 127r"- I75r' o9997948
+ i 12o -42r"+6 r'"

Fig. IZ
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The pu pose of this thesis was to develop

reliability functions for the parallel-series,

series-parallel, bridge, lattice. and polygonal networks

and to formulate procedures for the use of these functions.

The functions for the parallel-series and series-

parallel networks were developed assuming equal elements

having the open and short-circuit failure modes. The

functions are expressed in terms of network dimensions

and permit designing a maximum reliability network for

given elements. The procedure for their use in

designing maximum reliability networks is given also.
The reliability functions for the bridge and

lattice networks were developed for networks composed

of unequal elements having a single failure mode. The

reduced form of these funotional expressions may be

used for substitution into more complex network functions

and the unreduced foms san be used in reliability

ealcilations or computer programing.

2he reliability functions of the first five of

the polygonal class of networks were forulated for

equal path reliabilities and network reliabilities

calculated for r = .9. It was seen that hihly reliable
networks can be realised by interconnecting the stations

a dse fr the peaoyacl networks.
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It is recommended for further study that a

simulation program be written for a guneral

polygonal network of n vertices. It is also

recommended that computer subroutines or short

programs be written which will use the developed

bridge and lattice reliability functions for
oomputing network reliability.
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Appendix A

Disjunctive Expansion Theorem of Boolean Algebra

The reliability of a redundant network is

equal to the reliability factor of any one single

element of the network times the reliability of the

network with the terminal of the element shorted,

plus the unreliability factor of the same element

times *he reliability of the net with the terminals

of the element open.

RN =rot [Rot rxa +a% [RI.] rWO(88)

Proof:

Let Reliability of a net expressible In

eanonical form.

Canonical form a the sum of all possible

favorable probabilities from the canonical equations

Canonical equation - all permutations of network

elements.

Let Hq = the sum o' those terms containing x..

Hb a the sum of those ters oontaining q,.

then

HOL = rH, (89)
H, = q.H. (90)

and

R. = Hu= r H, qH. (91)
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lt rot = I

[R.] r., = H.(92)
Md, qc -a i. ), or K,,=o0

[Ru] rwo=H. (93)

krWituting lqs M) and 0* into Eq $1)

R = rR + q, R14] (94)

uh~od R ot] Q.EXS


